1. LOCAL AND NATIONAL INSURANCE, FINANCIAL & LEGAL RESOURCES FOR CANCER PATIENTS
2. Stress, depression may affect cancer survival
3. Blue light has a dark side
4. Omega-3s Inhibit Breast Cancer Tumor Growth
5. Acupuncture in Treating Cancer-Related Fatigue
   Study determines the impact of acupuncture as adjunctive care during cancer treatment
6. BREAST CANCER TREATMENT DECISION AID
7. Chemotherapy: What Does It Really Do?
8. High-fat dairy foods may increase mortality risk in women who have had breast cancer
9. Breast Cancer Rises Near Fracking
10. Coffee May Help Prevent Breast Cancer From Returning, Study Finds
11. Copper depletion may prevent breast cancer recurrence
12. Are Potential Non-Celeb Breast Cancer Patients Priced out of Prevention and Treatment?
13. ASCO: RT Alone OK for Some Node-Positive Breast Cancers
14. Understanding the Risk of Recurrence
15. Lifestyle and Cancer Prevention in Women: Knowledge, Perceptions, and Compliance with Recommended Guidelines
16. Young Women Experience Sexual Problems After Breast Cancer
17. Reducing Risk of Recurrence. Lifestyle changes that may help
18. Vitamin D may hold the key to aggressive breast cancer prevention and treatment
19. Aluminum increases migration and invasion of ER+ breast cancer cells
20. Blood pressure drugs tied to breast cancer risk
21. New role for Tamoxifen in saving high-risk breast cancer patients
22. Non-Toxic Living at Home and Work
   From the Breast Cancer Options 2013 Healthy Lifestyles Calendar. Ask for a free copy
23. Ductal Carcinoma In Situ: What We Call It Matters

24. The Latest Mammogram Controversy: Density. Many Women Aren't Told Their Breast Type May Cloud Cancer Screening

25. Breast Cancer Advocacy: Making a Difference. Compiled by Breast Cancer Options from many sources

26. Breast Cancer Awareness Without Mets Awareness Isn't Awareness At All

27. Walking an Hour a Day Could Cut Breast Cancer Risk

28. MEDICAL DECISION MAKING- HOW TO EVALUATE HEALTH/MEDICAL INFORMATION

29. Can Fasting Blunt Chemotherapy's Debilitating Side Effects?

30. Curcumin Shown To Prevent Radiation Skin Damage-Radiation Protection, Naturally

31. Little known information about your healthcare rights in New York State. Second Opinions; Your Rights After a Mastectomy

32. Doctors rarely discuss risks of cancer screening

33. Research roundup: News from the 2013 San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium